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Introduction

Recently the significance of experimental and theoretical

results on the electron loss and capture of ions in matter has

become to play an important role in the charge equilibrium problems

of fusion plasma physics and of accelerator physics. In spite

of these importance, only a few works have been made in experiments

as well as in theoretical calculations '' for electron loss

processe s .

In the present report, we calculate electron stripping cross

section by using the binary encounter approximation (BEA). The

electron loss process of multiply charged ion A° (atomic number

'". ) by the collision with a neutral atom B (atomic number Z,) is

expressed as

A q + + B—>A^q'^]'' + e + B ( Z )• 0 )

After an electron is stripped from the ions, charge of ions becomes

(q + 1) and B does neutral or ionized states i.e., B( E ) means

all electronic states of the atom including ionized states. Our

treatment of the electron loss processes is based on BEA , in

which the nucleus of B screened by the surrounding electrons

collides with electrons in the ion A' . The basic approximation

in BEA is that the ion interacts with only one electron or

neucleus of the target atom at a time. One of the difficulty

seems to come from the fact that the binding energy of an outermost

electron in A^ is usually much larger than that in the B atom.

The electron stripping cross section for the process(i) is expressed

to be smaller than that of ionization or excitation of the B atom.

In the calculation for Li'" + H, we have found that BEA will

give approximately reliable results of the process(i)' .
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The characteristic feature of this process lies in the large

magnitude of momentum transfered to the electrons in the ion A'

on occasions of close collisions Kith the neutral atom B. Such

collision with large momentum transfer can well be approximated

by the classical description. This feature also supports that

BEA is considered to be one of m e proper method.

§ • . Formulation and Calculation

The evaluation of cross sections requires information about

the momentum distribution cf electrons in the ion. In the present

paper, the momentun distribution f(p)dp and the probability I (p)dp

of an electron having momentum between p and p+dp at r in a

potential V(r) are obtained by the Thomas-Permi (TF) statistical

model14" ̂  :

f(p) dp = \l r(p)dp n(r) J+7X- r' dr = kjl \ Ir(p)dp n(r) r-'

j

and

I r(pjd P — - _
TT 3 /-, 3 ' "•"-" 1
"^ rmax / rmax I

(3)
f or p ""N p )p •* pmax

where- in Eqn.(?), r is considered as a function of E as r(E) with

the relation

( p'"/2m ) + V(r) = E and n(r)= (8 JT, / 3h} ) p 3 (r) is the

number of electron per unit volume at the distance r from nucleus.

The value of the maximum momentum p is given through the TF
1 max B &

equation:

with the boundary condition

95,0,,,, 9<(x0, =0, an, -
1
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Vzv(r) = - 4-TX.-nCr)e1 I1*)

- Ec C$)

with V(r)-Z] e
L/r for r-j> 0,

where E Q is obtained such that L\. JQ I n(r) r1" dr ~N, and N is the

number of electrons in the ion.

When we define the ionization cross section (T~ (v.w)

in the laborarory frame for the collision between a nucleus with

a velocity v and the atomic electron with a velocity w ' ° , the

oss section for electron stripping from /

with the target nucleus Q" (v) is given at

cross section for electron stripping from A°- by the collision

(

where f(w) is a velocity distribution in Eqn. (."•') which is

determined by the TP model.

P-chemtitic of collision in electron stripping.

. Results and Discusfion

Confine ourselves to the case where the screening effect

of B nucleus, by electrons is negligible i.e., Z;) « Ii. pOr

the time being we treat 71 M,'- and q_ _^ 3?,^. Under these

background and Fos.(;.-)-(6) we have made calculations of process

(i) using, BE A in the case of C , Ne^ , and Ar^ projectile ions

( q~3 ~^ Z) and H target atom. Figures(1),{?), and (3) shows
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the preliminary results for electron stripping cross sections.

As uhe next step,we cor.sider to treat Eq.(2) by the another

transformation: we examine the deflection from Coulomb potential.

The momentum distribution f(p}E)dpdE in a U.-space of an electron

having momentum between p and p+dp and binding energy between E

and E+dE"is given by

dP

whore V denotes a potential energy.

The distribution function is defined ir the same condition

Eq . ( - ) s :'• for Eq.(7) . For the TP method it is convenient to

introduce new ouantities V as

V =
then

Froir. these Eqc. i t fo l lows t h a t

l ' (p , £ ) =

VI til and

F(V)- x d-x
d V

v

(8)

(10)

(11)

In Eq . ( i 1 ) , the relation f^(V)/[l- <fi

deflection from the Coulomb potential.

has the following behavior:

')/P ] represents the

The asymptotic form

F(V) for V Go

Figure(4) shows the calculation results ( q~1 --̂  Z) us ing this

method. Similarly, the calculations of cross sections for

electron stripping from A by the collision with electrons in

the target atom (v), is now in progress. The effects of
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(5~ (v) on the total electron stripping cross section will be

revealed by the effective interaction between electrons of the

projectile ion and the target atom.
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Figure Captions
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collision with H-atom.
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collision with H-atom.

Electron stripping <

collision with H-atom.

Fig.l. Electron stripping cross sections for C -ion by

Fig..- . Electron stripping cross sections for Ne -ion by

Fig.3. Electron stripping cross sections for Ar ' -ion by

Fig.4. Electron stripping cross sections for Ne -ion by

collision with H-atom by using the method Eq.(11).

Projectile ion has the charges q = 0 ^ Z.
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